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Summary

Shafer [5] proposed to interpret belief func ons as stemming from independent simple support

func ons (SSF), each represen ng a par ally reliable and elementary tes mony (see “Simple sup-

port func on” for this representa on).

Smets [6] followed in his footsteps and proposed an alterna ve decomposi on of belief func ons

into independent SSF, arguing that Shafer’s was not en rely sa sfactory. Smets’s proposal is

formally elegant and has enjoyed some success. Nonetheless, it raises its own issues (see “Smets’s

decomposi on”).

In [4], both Shafer’s fundamental idea of decomposing belief func ons into SSF and Smets’s pro-

posal are revisited leading to a new decomposi on of belief func ons into SSF and a completely

different perspec ve on Smets’s proposal. In this poster, the essen al aspects of these la er two

contribu ons are presented (see, respec vely, “New decomposi on” and “New perspec ve on

the weight func on”).

Simple Support Function

Let x be a parameter defined on a frame of discernment X = {x1, . . . , xn}. A mapping m : 2X →
[0, 1] such that

∑
A⊆X m(A) = 1 is called a mass func on. It is in one-to-one correspondence with

the so-called belief func on bel : 2X → [0, 1] defined by bel(A) =
∑

∅6=B⊆A m(B) for all A ⊆ X .

A mass func on m such that m(X ) = w and m(A) = 1−w for some A ⊂ X and some w ∈ [0, 1], is
called a simple support func on (more rigorously, a simple mass func on and its associated belief

func on is called a SSF). It is denoted by Aw.

Aw represents a par ally reliable and elementary tes mony about the actual value of x, with x ∈ A
the tes mony and 1 − w ∈ [0, 1] its reliability.

Smets's Decomposition

Smets’s decomposi on relies on a generaliza on of the SSF Aw where w ∈ (0, +∞):

If w ≤ 1, Aw represents a tes mony “believe x ∈ A” with reliability 1 − w;

If w > 1, Aw represents a tes mony “do not believe x ∈ A” with reliability 1/w (debt of belief).

Smets shows that for any mass func on m such that m(X ) > 0, we have:

m = ∩©A⊂X Aw(A), w(A) ∈ (0, +∞), A ⊂ X ,

with ∩© the unnormalized Dempster’s rule.

Issues:

Only some intui on is provided for the debt of belief seman cs given to Aw, w > 1, it lacks an
opera on defini on.

Accep ng the existence of this no on implies considering a theory richer than the theory of

belief func ons, which remains to be proposed.

NewDecomposition

Belief func ons for the representa on of par ally reliable and elementary tes monies

Case of a single source

Let s be a source providing the tes mony x ∈ A ⊆ X :
If s is reliable, we should deduce x ∈ A;

If s is not reliable, we know nothing (x ∈ X ).

Following Dempster [1], this reasoning may be encoded as

follows. Let R be the variable deno ng the reliability of s,
defined on R = {0, 1} where 0 means s is reliable and 1
means not reliable. The interpreta on of tes mony A of s
according to its reliability may then be represented by

ΓA : R → 2X s.t. ΓA(0) = A, ΓA(1) = X .

If s is assumed to be reliable with probability 1 − π, then
knowledge induced about x is represented by SSF Aπ.
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Case of several sources

Consider now some sources si, i = 1, . . . , N , providing tes monies A = (A1, . . . , AN).
Let ΓAi

: Ri → 2X represent the interpreta on of tes mony Ai of si according to its

reliability Ri defined on Ri = {0, 1}.
The interpreta on of tes monies A when the sources are

in state k = (k1, . . . , kN) ∈ ×N
i=1Ri is

x ∈ ΓA(k) := ∩N
i=1ΓAi

(ki).
k ↔ k := 1 +

∑N
i=1 ki2i−1.

If each state k is allocated probability pk, then the

tes monies are interpreted as m(B) =
∑

k:ΓA(k)=B pk.
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→ Any set of par ally reliable and elementary tes monies is represented by a belief func on.

Proposi on Let m be a mass func on on X = {x1, . . . , xn}. If N = n, Ai = {xi}, and pk = m(Ak)
with Ak the k-th subset of X according to the binary order, then the tes monies are interpreted as

m.

→Any belief func on represents (at least) a set of par ally reliable and elementary tes monies.

Marginal reliabili es and dependencies between the reliabili es

Knowledge pk = P (R1 = k1, . . . , Rn = kn) on the reliability of the sources is a mul variate

Bernoulli distribu on. Teugels [7] shows that it is characterized by

πi = E[Ri]
and

σk = E
[

n∏
i=1

(Ri − πi)ki

]
.

NewDecomposition (cont.)

Any mass func on m on X = {x1, . . . , xn} is then induced by the following basic components:

1. Tes monies x ∈ {xi} provided by sources si, i = 1, . . . , n;
2. Knowledge on the reliability of si in the form of πi;

3. Knowledge on the dependency between the reliabili es of the sources

∈ Sk = {si : i, ki = 1} in the form of σk.

Besides, we have

πi = pl(xi),

σk =
([

1 0
−q({xn}) 1

]
⊗ · · · ⊗

[
1 0

−q({x1}) 1

]
q
)

(Ak). (1)

Presenta on in terms of SSF

According to Destercke and Dubois’s approach [2], the conjunc ve combina on m∩ of mass

func ons m1, . . . , mn under known dependency is obtained by :

1. Building a joint mass func on jm : ×n
i=12X → [0, 1] having m1, . . . , mn as marginals and

represen ng their mutual dependencies;

2. Alloca ng each joint mass jm(A1, . . . , An) to
⋂n

i=1 Ai:

m∩(A) =
∑

∩n
i=1Ai=A

jm(A1, . . . , An).

Interes ngly, if mi = Aπi
i , then the dependency structure in jm is characterized by a σ. This

allows the defini on of a conjunc ve combina on rule for SSF parameterized by σ :

∩©σ (Aπ1
1 , . . . , Aπn

n ) := m∩.

Theorem Any mass func on m sa sfies

m = ∩©σ

(
{x1}

pl(x1)
, . . . , {xn}pl(xn))

,

with σ obtained from q by (1).

This decomposi on coincideswith Smets’swhenσ = e1. However, they are different in general.

Example Let X = {x1, x2} and m({x1}) = m({x2}) = m({x1, x2}) = 1/3.

Decomposi on :

s1 tells x ∈ {x1} = {x2} and s2 tells x ∈ {x2} = {x1};
s1 and s2 each not reliable with (marginal) probability 2/3;
Covariance of −1/9 between their reliabili es.

Presenta on in terms of SSF: m = ∩©(−1/9)

(
{x2}2/3, {x1}2/3

)
.

Smets’s decomposi on: m = {x2}1/2
∩©{x1}1/2

∩©∅4/3.

New Perspective on theWeight Function

Smets’s decomposi on can be equivalently presented using s(A) = − ln w(A) for all A ⊂ X
(Shafer’s weights).

For X = {x1, x2}, we have

s(∅) = I(R1 = 1; R2 = 1),

with I(R1 = 1; R2 = 1) the mutual informa on [3] that the sources s1 and s2 underlying m are not

reliable.

→ A completely different meaning for s(∅) < 0 than that of debt of belief.

We have also, for instance,

s({x1}) = I(R2 = 1|R1 = 1),

with I(R2 = 1|R1 = 1) the condi onal self informa on that s2 is not reliable given that s1 is not

reliable.

This kind of seman cs for s(A), A ⊂ X , is obtained for any cardinality of X .

Conclusions

Besides the representa on of elementary tes monies having independent reliabili es, the theory

of belief func ons allows also the representa on of elementary tes monies having dependent

reliabili es. More precisely, whatever the considered set of par ally reliable and elementary tes-

monies (and in par cular whatever the dependencies between their reliabili es) there exists a

unique belief func on represen ng it, and, importantly, any belief func on can be associated

uniquely to a par cular set of par ally reliable and elementary tes monies inducing it.

This new decomposi on does not suffer from the cri cisms that have been addressed to Shafer

and Smets’s decomposi ons. Above all, it casts a fresh light on belief func ons that may be useful

to tackle several issues. A first example is the weight func on underlying Smets’s proposal, which

instead of interpre ng with some difficulty as a decomposi on of a belief func on into SSF, can

be given a different and well-defined seman cs in terms of measures of informa on associated

with the reliabili es of the elementary tes monies in the new decomposi on.
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